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(Guitar Play-Along). The Guitar Play-Along series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and

easily! Just follow the tab, listen to the CD to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along

using the separate backing tracks. The melody and lyrics are also included in the book in case you

want to sing, or to simply help you follow along. The audio CD is playable on any CD player, and

also enhanced so PC & Mac users can adjust the recording to any tempo without changing pitch! 8

songs: Dust My Broom * Easy Baby * I Ain't Got You * If You Love Me like You Say * Mary Had a

Little Lamb * Messin' with the Kid * Mojo Hand * Reconsider Baby.
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I have about 30 of these Play Along books, and I play mostly blues. One my favorite guys is Magic

Sam, so I was super excited to see this Play Along out!! I played the heck out of "Easy Baby," one

of my all time favorite songs. Side note: I use a VOX Valvetronix VT20 amp and I am able to get that



"slapback" Magic Sam sound.) All the tracks are great, the backing tracks as well as the guitar

parts. Every song and every artist on this one are legendary!! It's like playing with the Blues All Star

Team!!(obviously these are NOT the original tracks played by the original artists. There are two

tracks, each complete songs, one with guitar and one without guitar) What I personally like about

this book is, I can play acoustic guitar to most of them, or electric, they sound good either way! Most

of these songs have been covered hundreds of times by other blues artists along the way, so if

you're trying to get the "vibe" of a song and you cant find the TAB anywhere else or the backing

track, give this a shot! A lot of my favorite artists are represented on this collection, and I found it fun

to play along to! I mainly use these play along books for the backing tracks. I learn the melody or the

theme of the song and then improvise the rest.**I started a rating system based solely on how

technically difficult the songs are to play fully and exactly as transcribed; 10 being extremely difficult.

I buy these play along books not usually so much to play exactly along note for note, but if that's

what you do then the rating is based on those who would do that: note for note, no

improvising.Difficulty: 7 Not too difficult for an intermediate guitar player. Not easy by any means,

but fun and challenging.****Upadate**** This has easily become my most favorite Blues play along. I

have every other blues play along book, but this one stands out, for me, as every song is good, fun

to play, and the just the right ammount of difficulty for me to still find challenging. This is a great one.

These Hal Leonard guitar books are great. This one contains several classics including Ain't got

You, Mary Had a Little Lamb, Messin with the kid, etc. that I always wanted to play. The tab is

perfect, and the play along disc that it comes with great to jam with.

This book is a must have for a blues player if you dont already have these songs transcribed. good

arangments.
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